How to Love

Relationship, no...but threesome, hell yes!
San Amaro Singles, Book 2 Ever since
Juless new neighbor moved in, shes been
undressing him in her mind. Mike is the
fresh inspiration she needs to make her
erotic photography studio a success, if she
can convince him and his equally buff
roommate, Carlos, to strip for her lens. And
maybe indulge in a little off-camera fun as
well. But Jules isnt too worried. She
doesnt do relationships, but she loves men
and sex-and in her experience, most men
are okay with that. Judging from the raw
emotions leaping from the images in Juless
gallery, Mike senses theres a lot going on
beneath her flirtatious, slightly cynical
exterior. He and Carlos are happy in their
committed relationship, but theyve always
felt theres a piece missing. They want a
woman. Jules could be that woman. A
threesome with two committed men?
Sounds like an emotionally risk-free dream
come true for Jules. But when they make it
clear they want more, her deepest fears
push to the surface, straining bonds forged
in incredible heat to the breaking point...
Warning: The book features two hot men
brave enough to climb cliffs, strip naked
for erotic photographs, have sex in a
portrait studio and on a cliff, and who have
the courage to teach a commitment-phobic
woman how to love.
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this simple How to Love is the third title in Parallaxs Mindfulness Essentials Series of how-to titles by Zen Master Thich
Nhat Hanh, introducing beginners and reminding
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